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ABSTRACT. Bayesian probability theory is used to estimate the amplitude of a single exponentially
decaying sinusoid in NMR free induction decay (FID) data. The posterior probability for the
amplitude is derived independent of the phase, frequency, decay rate constant, and variance of the
noise. The estimate is shown to be accurate and precise in the sense that as the noise approaches
zero, the estimate approaches the true value of the amplitude and the uncertainty in the estimate
approaches zero. The uncertainty in the estimate is shown to varying inversely with the square
root of the sampling rate. Finally, the calculation is applied in two examples. The rst example
demonstrates probability theory's ability to estimate frequencies and amplitudes in very low signalto-noise. The second example illustrates the use of this calculation when the data contain multiple,
well-separated sinusoids.

Introduction

In NMR the signal frequencies and the amplitudes are of fundamental importance. The frequencies
are important because they convey information about the electronic environment around the nuclei,
while the amplitudes are important because they convey information about the number of the
nuclei. Recently, Bayesian probability theory has been applied to the problem of estimating the
frequency in NMR FID data [1, 2, 3, 4]. In those studies, the joint posterior probability density
for the frequencies of the signals was computed independent of the amplitudes, phases, variance of
the noise, and decay rate constants. In this paper, the problem of estimating the amplitudes of the
exponentially decaying sinusoid signal is addressed. Speci cally, the posterior probability for the
amplitude of an exponentially decay sinusoid is computed independent of the phase, variance of the
noise, frequency, and decay rate constant given the data and a noise sample. When no noise sample
is available the generalized results automatically reduce to the simpli ed case of given just the
data. Little tutorial information about probability theory is included. For those needing additional
background material, see Refs. [1] through [11].
Traditionally, the amplitudes of the NMR signals (the time t = 0 intensity of the time-domain
resonance, often referred to as the integrated area of a frequency-domain peak) are estimated using a
discrete Fourier transform absorption spectrum. To estimate the amplitudes, the NMR FID data are
zero-padded, multiplied by a weighting function, and then a discrete Fourier transform is performed.
The resulting spectrum is then phased (often using rst and second order phase corrections), baseline corrected (typically the base line is t to a fourth or fth order polynomial and subtracted from
the absorption spectrum) and blocked o into regions around the peaks. The integrals over these
regions are then used as an estimate of the amplitude.
Integral estimates are subject to a number of uncertainties. First, noise in the data corrupts the
amplitude estimate in an unknown, random way. Second, the integrated area depends in a systematic
way on the phase. Third, baseline correction procedures not only subtract out the baseline, but
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also subtract out some of the area associated with the peak. Fourth, when multiple lines are
present, integration will estimate the sum of the overlap of the lines, not individual areas. If the
resonances are well separated, this overlap e ect is small, and the estimated amplitudes are nearly
what one would have obtained in the absence of overlap. But even for \noise-free" data, integration
yields a complicated weighted average of the resonances, not the true amplitude of the individual
resonances. Finally, there is no way to determine how accurately the amplitude has been estimated.
Repeating the experiment a number of times and then computing a (mean  standard deviation)
estimate of the amplitudes does not answer the question of interest. This (mean plus  standard
deviation) estimate answers a very complicated question about both the long term stability of the
spectrometer, and the long run frequency behavior of integration; not how accurately the amplitude
has been estimated for the given data set.
The posterior probability for the amplitude of multiple well separated sinusoids can be shown to
separate in the multiple single amplitude estimation problems. In the rst part of the paper, the joint
posterior probability for the amplitude, frequency, and decay rate constant is computed independent
of the phase and standard deviation of the noise. Then, using approximations, both the frequency
and decay rate constants are removed as nuisance parameters to obtain the posterior probability
for the amplitude independent of all of the other parameters. Two approximations are used. In
the rst approximation, the integrals are approximated by sums. This approximation is useful in
the low signal-to-noise cases, i.e., frequency domain signal-to-noise of about 3 or less. In the second
approximation, the \sucient statistic" (a quantity that summarizes all of the information relevant
to the estimation of a parameter) is expanded in a Taylor series about its maximum to obtain
a Gaussian approximation. This approximation is useful in high signal-to-noise cases (frequency
domain signal-to-noise greater than 3).
After deriving the posterior probability for the amplitudes, the question of the uncertainty and
accuracy of the estimates is addressed. Two di erent forms of the uncertainty estimate are derived.
The rst form assumes the standard deviation of the noise is known. From this calculation the
dependence of the parameter estimates on the experimental parameters (sampling rate, acquisition
time, etc.) is derived. In the second form, the variance of the noise is removed as a nuisance
parameter. From this form, the relationship between the parameter estimates and the noise sample
is explored.
Finally, the calculations are applied to both real and simulated NMR FID data to demonstrate
the strengths and limitations of the technique. In the rst example, the low signal-to-noise approximation is used to estimate the amplitude and frequency on an actual FID with a frequency domain
signal-to-noise ratio of approximately 3. In the second example, the posterior probability density
for the amplitude of a single exponentially-decaying sinusoid is applied to FID data that contain
multiple sinusoids. The limits of applicability are discussed and it is argued that this probability

density function will work for data containing 2 or more frequencies, provided the frequencies are
well separated.

The Posterior Probability Density For The Amplitude

The problem addressed is: given quadrature-detected FID data containing a single exponentially
decaying sinusoid, calculate the posterior probability for the amplitude of the sinusoid independent
of the phase, frequency, decay rate constant, and the variance of the noise. The information available
for this calculation includes: (i) the data, (ii) a noise sample, and (iii) the single exponentially
decaying sinusoidal model.
In quadrature FID data there are two data sets: the real data (0 phase), and the imaginary
data (90 phase). The real data are assumed to be the sum of a signal plus noise:

dR (ti ) = A cos(!ti + )e , ti + ei
2

(1)

where dR (ti ) denotes a real data sample at time ti (1  i  N ). In the time domain, A, is the
amplitude or intensity of the signal at time t = 0, while in the frequency domain it is the integrated
area under a peak. The frequency of oscillation is !, the phase of the sinusoid is , the exponential
decay rate constant is , and ei represents noise. The three parameters !, , are considered to
be nuisance parameters. A nuisance parameter is one that is not of interest in the nal probability
density function, although it is part of the model [1].
In addition to the signal in the real data, the imaginary data contain the same signal shifted by
90 :
dI (ti ) = ,A sin(!ti + )e, ti + ei
(2)
where dI (ti ) denotes an imaginary data sample at time ti . The actual noise, ei , present in the
imaginary channel is assumed to be di erent from the noise in the real channel. However, the
calculations will be simpli ed by assuming that the noise carries the same average power in both
channels. The real data are denoted by DR  fdR (t1);    ; dR (tN )g, the imaginary data by DI 
fdI (t1 );    ; dI (tN )g, and D  fDR ; DI g denotes both the real and imaginary data.
In previous work [4], it was assumed that a sample of the noise was known. When this sample
was present, it placed a scale in the problem against which probability theory could measure small
e ects. When this sample was not present, the generalized results reduced to those found when no
noise sample was gathered [1]. The same strategy will be used here and the more general results
will be derived directly. Thus, a noise sample is assumed to be available. This sample is denoted
as DR  fdR (t1 );    ; dR(tN )g for the real noise sample, DI  fdI (t1 );    ; dI (tN )g
for the imaginary noise sample, and D  fDR ; DI g for both samples. The discrete times
ti  ft1 ;    ; tN g are assumed distinct from the sampling times for the data D. In practice
the noise sample could be gathered by extending the FID acquisition time, obtaining data after
the signal has decayed into the noise, or it could be gathered as a separate data set. When the
acquisition time is extended one could incorporate the noise in two di erent ways, by leaving the
noise on the end of the FID (there by calling noise, data) or by making the noise a separate data
set. The mathematics will show that these two di erent sounding procedures have exactly the same
e ect on the calculation.
The problem is to compute the posterior probability for the amplitude given model Eqs. [1,2],
the noise sample D , the data D, and all of the information I . This probability density function is
denoted as P (AjD ; D; I ). According to Bayes' theorem [6], it is given by
(3)
P (AjD ; D; I ) = P (AjPI )(PD(D; D; jDI )jA; I )

where P (AjI ) is the prior probability for the amplitude, the joint marginal probability for the data
and the noise sample, P (D ; DjI ) is shown to be a normalization constant, and P (D ; DjA; I ) is
the joint marginal probability for the noise and the data samples. A marginal probability density
function is one in which one or more nuisance parameters have been removed using the rules of
probability theory.
The symbol \I " in the probability density functions represents all of the assumptions that go into
the calculation. These assumptions are hypotheses, and like any others appearing in a probability
symbol, can be tested using the rules of probability theory. However, in the present calculation they
will be taken as given. At present these assumptions include the quadrature nature of the data, the
separation of the data into a signal plus additive noise, the single exponentially decaying sinusoidal
model, and the simplifying assumption about the noise.

Assigning probabilities

The prior probability for the data and the noise sample (the normalization constant) is addressed
rst. It may be computed from the joint probability for the noise sample, the data, and the
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amplitude:

Z

P (D ; DjI ) = dAP (D ; D; AjI )
(4)
where the sum rule has been applied to the right-hand-side to remove the dependence on the
amplitude. The product rule may be used to factor the right-hand-side of Eq. [4] to obtain
Z

P (D ; DjI ) = dAP (AjI )P (D ; DjA; I ):

(5)

This is the constant needed to ensure that the total probability is equal to 1.
The prior probability for the amplitude, P (AjI ), represents the prior information known about
the amplitude before obtaining the data or the noise sample. In most estimation problems, all that
is known about the amplitude is that it is bounded and greater than zero. This prior information is
vague and uninformative. Any prior which represents this state of knowledge will not have a strong
e ect on the parameter estimates. Here the prior is taken to be uniform from zero to the upper
bound. The upper bound, Amax , is the maximum value the digitizer can hold. The prior probability
is given by
8
1
<
(6)
P (AjI ) = : Amax 0 < A < Amax :
0
otherwise
If the normalization constant (Eq. [5]) is dropped, and the posterior probability is normalized at the
end of the calculation, then prior ranges cancel when the posterior probability is normalized. For
P (AjI ) the prior range is 1=Amax . Assuming normalization will occur at the end of the calculation
and dropping all irrelevant constants, the posterior probability for the amplitude is proportional to
the joint marginal probability, from Eq. [3] one obtains:
P (AjD ; D; I ) / P (D ; DjA; I ):
(7)
The problem has been reduced to nding the joint marginal probability for the data and the noise
given the amplitude.
The joint marginal probability, P (D ; DjA; I ), can be computed from the joint probability for
the noise sample, the data, and the parameters (the frequency, decay rate constant, and phase):
Z

P (D ; DjA; I ) / d!d dP (D ; D; !; ; jA; I )

(8)

where the sum rule was applied to remove the functional dependence on the nuisance parameters.
Using the product rule, the right-hand-side of this equation may be factored to obtain
Z

P (D ; DjA; I ) / d!d dP (!; ; jA; I )P (D ; Dj!; ; ; A; I )

(9)

where P (!; ; jA; I ) is the joint prior probability for the parameters given the amplitude. It represents the prior information available about the parameters before obtaining either the data or
noise sample. The joint direct probability for the noise and the data sample, P (D ; Dj!; ; ; A; I ),
represents what was learned about the parameters from the data and the noise sample. Combining
Eq. [9] and Eq. [7], one obtains
Z

P (AjD ; D; I ) / d!d dP (!; ; jA; I )P (D ; Dj!; ; ; A; I )

(10)

as the posterior probability for the amplitude. To compute this probability, one must assign both
the joint prior probability for the parameters, and the joint direct probability for the data and the
noise sample.
4

To assign the joint prior probability for the parameters, one must state carefully what is known
about these parameters. It will be assumed that little prior information is available about these
parameters and that they are independent, since there is no physical reason why they should be
correlated. This implies the joint prior may be factored to obtain
P (!; ; jA; I ) = P (!jI )P ( jI )P (jI ):
(11)
Under this assumption, the joint prior probability for the parameters is the product of the prior
probabilities for the individual parameters.
Each of these three priors is assigned separately by stating what is known about the parameters.
For uniformly sampled data, frequencies must be in the interval ,  !   (in dimensionless
units) and a uniform prior will be assigned. This prior is given by
8
< 1
(12)
P (!jI ) = : 2 if ,   !  
0 otherwise
and indicates ignorance of the frequency in the sense that all values of the frequency within the
sampling window are considered equally likely. Note that the prior range (1=2) is a constant and
will cancel on normalization and can be dropped.
Because sinusoids are periodic under a 2 change in phase, the phase is bounded. No additional
prior information is assumed and a uniform prior is assigned to the phase:
8
< 1
P (jI ) = : 2 if ,   !   :
(13)
0 otherwise
The prior range (1=2) will also cancel when the distribution is normalized, so it will be dropped.
Lastly, the prior for the decay rate constant must be assigned. In this problem, the decay
rate constant sets a time scale for the decay. The completely uninformative prior probability for
a \scale" parameter is the Je reys' prior [9]. Because this prior is slowly varying compared to the
direct probability, the prior will remain nearly constant over the range of values where the direct
probability density is sharply peaked as a function of . The only characteristic of the prior that
has a chance of surviving is the value of the prior at the maximum of the likelihood, and this peak
value will cancel when the posterior probability density is normalized. Knowing this, the prior for
the decay rate constant will be taken as a uniform prior. The di erence between using a uniform
prior over a Je reys' prior is like the di erence in having one more data value, such a di erence is
negligible, provided that one has enough data to make reasonable estimates [7]. Here the prior will
be taken as
8
1 if 0   N
>
<
N
P ( jI ) = >
(14)
:
0 otherwise
which in dimensionless units, indicates that the signal has decayed to expf,N g when the second
data value is acquired and thus easily bounds the decay rate.
With these assumptions, the joint prior probability for the parameters is uniform, and the bounds
on these priors will cancel. The problem has been reduced to assigning the joint direct probability
for the noise samples and the data given the parameters:
Z

P (AjD ; D; I ) / d!d dP (D ; Dj!; ; ; A; I ):

(15)

The joint direct probability, P (D ; Dj!; ; ; A; I ), must be further simpli ed before it can be assigned. The product rule is used to factor the right-hand-side Eq. [15] to obtain
Z

P (AjD ; D; I ) / d!d dP (D j!; ; ; A; I )P (DjD ; !; ; ; A; I )
5

(16)

where P (DjD ; ; ; A; I ) is the probability for the data given the noise sample and the parameters. As a simplifying assumption, the conditional probability for the data given the noise sample
will be taken to be independent of the noise sample, i.e,. it is assumed that P (DjD ; !; ; ; I ) =
P (Dj!; ; ; I ). Additionally, the probability for the noise sample will be taken as P (D j!; ; ; A; I ) =
P (D jI ), simply because the noise sample does not contain a signal and cannot depend on these
parameters. Thus, the posterior probability density for the amplitude becomes
Z

P (AjD ; D; I ) / d!d dP (D jI )P (Dj!; ; ; A; I )

(17)

where P (D jI ) is the prior probability for the noise sample, and P (Dj!; ; ; A; I ) is the direct
probability for the data given the parameters.
The symbol, D, stands for both the real and imaginary data and the noise sample, while the
symbol, D , stands for the real and imaginary noise samples. Making this substitution on the
right-hand-side of equation [17] yields
Z

P (AjD ; D; I ) / d!d dP (DR; DI jI )P (DR ; DI j!; ; ; A; I )

(18)

as the posterior probability for the amplitude.
If the product rule is applied to the rst term in the right-hand-side of this equation, P (DR ; DI jI ),
one obtains
P (DR ; DI jI ) = P (DR jI )P (DI jDR ; I ):
(19)
Since the two channels of an NMR spectrometer give projections onto orthogonal functions, knowing
the imaginary noise sample DI will not help in assigning the probability for the real noise sample:
P (DI jDR ; I ) = P (DI jI ), and the posterior probability for the amplitude becomes
Z

P (AjD ; D; I ) / d!d dP (DR jI )P (DI jI )P (DR ; DI j!; ; ; A; I ):

(20)

Similarly,

P (DR ; DI j!; ; ; A; I ) = P (DR j!; ; ; A; I )P (DI j!; ; ; A; I ):
(21)
With these assumptions the joint probability of the data factors and the posterior probability for
the amplitude is given by
Z

P (AjD ; D; I ) / d!d dP (DRjI )P (DI jI )P (DR j!; ; ; A; I )P (DI j!; ; ; A; I )

(22)

where P (DR j!; ; ; A; I ) is the direct probability for the real data, and P (DI j!; ; ; A; I ) is the
direct probability for the imaginary data.
The posterior probability for the amplitude has now been suciently simpli ed to permit assignment of the various terms. To do this assignment, notice that Eqs. [1] and [2] constitute a
de nition of what is meant by noise in this calculation. The direct probability for the data given
the parameters is the noise prior probability given the parameters. Before these probability density
functions can be assigned, a prior probability for the noise must be assigned. To do this, one must
state exactly what assumptions are being made about the noise. As in previous works [1, 2, 3, 4, 7]
the noise is assumed to carry a nite, but unknown average power. A maximum entropy calculation
[5, 10] using this assumption results in the assignment of a Gaussian for the noise prior probability
density:
(
N e2 )
X
2 ,N
(23)
P (e1 ;    ; eN j; I ) = (2 ) 2 exp , 2i 2 :
i=1
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The direct probability for obtaining the real data is then given by

P (DR j; !; ; ; A; I ) = (2 ), N2 exp

(

2

N

)
, ti ]2
[
d
(
t
)
,
A
cos(
!t
+

)e
R
i
i
,
22
i=1
X

(24)

where the notation has been adjusted: rst, e1;    ; eN , was replaced by DR to indicate it is the
direct probability for the noise in the real data sample. Second the standard deviation for the noise,
, was added to the probability density function to indicate that it is an known quantity. Later,
the product rule of probability theory will be used to remove the dependence on . The direct
probability for obtaining the imaginary data is given by

P (DI j; !; ; ; A; I ) = (2 ), N2 exp

(

2

N

)
, ti ] 2
[
d
(
t
)
+
A
sin(
!t
+

)e
I
i
i
,
:
22
i=1
X

(25)

The prior probability for obtaining the real noise sample is given by
, N

P (DR j; I ) = (22 )

2

(

N

)

2
exp , dR2(t2i ) ;
i=1


X

(26)

and the prior probability for the imaginary noise sample is given by

P (DI j; I ) = (2 ), N2 exp
2

(

N

)

2
, dI2(ti2 ) :
i=1


X

(27)

Combining these four terms, the posterior probability for the amplitude is given by
(

)

2
2
P (Aj; D ; D; I ) /
, 2Nd2+22Nd

, t , 2AdI  sin(!t + )e, t 
2
Ad

cos(
!t
+

)e
R
 exp
22

2 , t
, t
A
e

e
 exp , 22

Z

d!d d(2 ),N ,N exp
2

(28)

where the identity sin2(x) + cos2 (x) = 1 was used. The mean-square of the noise sample, d2 , is
de ned as
N
X
d2  2N1
dR (ti )2 + dI (ti )2
(29)
 i=1

and the mean-square of the data value, d2, is

N
X
d2  21N dR (ti )2 + dI (ti )2 :
i=1

(30)

The notation \" in Eq. [28] means the functions are to be multiplied and a sum over discrete times
performed, for example
N

X
dR  cos(!t + )e, t  dR (ti ) cos(!ti + )e, ti :

i=1
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(31)

Removing the phase

The next step in the formal derivation of the posterior probability for the amplitude is to perform
the integrals over the three nuisance parameters. This is possible for the phase, but not for the
frequency and decay rate constants. In the next few paragraphs the integral over the phase will
be done; two di erent approximations will then be derived for the remaining integrals. Removing
the phase has much in common with the work of Jaynes [5], which addressed a chirped sinusoidal
model. The integral over the phase is evaluated by replacing the sine and cosine terms in Eq. [28]
by the appropriate trigonometric relations for the sum of two angles. The posterior probability for
the amplitude becomes
(

)

2
2
P (Aj; D ; D; I ) /
, 2N d2+2 2Nd
(32)


2
2
A
[
R
(
!;
)
cos(

)
,
I
(
!;
)
sin(

)]
,
A
C
(0
;
2
)
 exp
22
where R(!; ) and I (!; ) are de ned as
R(!; )  dR  cos(!t)e , t , dI  sin(!t)e, t
(33)
and
I (!; )  dR  sin(!t)e, t + dI  cos(!t)e, t:
(34)
When data are uniformly sampled, ! is taken on a discrete grid, !i = 2i=N (i = 0; 1;    ; N , 1),
the functions R(!i ; ) and I (!i ; ) are the real and imaginary parts of the discrete Fourier transform
of the complex FID data when the data have been multiplied by a decaying exponential of decay
rate .
The function C (x; y) is de ned as

Z

d!d d,2N ,2N exp

C (x; y) 

N

X

i=1

cos(xti)e,yti :

(35)

If uniform sampling is used, then C (x; y) may be expressed in closed form [4]. Taking the sampling
times to be ti = f0; 1;    ; N , 1g, and assuming that the frequencies and decay rate constants are
measured in radians, the sum appearing in C (x; y) may be evaluated to obtain
,y
,Ny cos[(N , 1)x]e,(N +1)y
C (x; y) = 1 , cos(x)e , cos(Nx)e ,+
:
(36)
1 , 2 cos(x)e y + e,2y
If nonuniform sampling is being used, then C (x; y), R(!; ), and I (!; ) must be computed from
their de nitions.
The posterior probability for the amplitude, Eq. [32], may be further simpli ed by combining the
terms containing sin() and cos() into a single term containing a cosine with a phase, one obtains:

P (Aj; D ; D; I ) /


where

Z

d d!,2N ,2N exp


Z 2
0

(

(

2
2
2
, 2N d + 2Nd22+ A C (0; 2 )

p

2
2
d exp A R(!; ) + I(2!; ) cos( + )



) :
 = tan,1 , RI ((!;
!; )
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)

)

(37)

(38)

The integral over the phase may now be recognized as the integral representation for an I0 Bessel
function. Evaluating the integral one obtains

P (Aj; D ; D; I ) /

Z

 I0

d d!,2N ,2N exp

(

2
2
2
, 2N d + 2Nd22+ A C (0; 2 )

!

p

A R(!; )2 + I (!; )2 :
2

)

(39)

Before proceeding with the calculation, note that the argument of the Bessel function is large
near the location of the maximum of the joint conditional probability for the amplitude, frequency,
and decay rate constant (the integrand in Eq. [39]). Here that maximum (as a function of frequency
and decay rate constant) is located essentially at the location of the maximum of a power spectrum.
At that maximum of the joint conditional probability, the argument of the Bessel function is given
^ 2^2 , where A^ and ^ are the \true" amplitude and dimensionless decay
approximately by AA=
rate constant, Eq. [62] below. If the sinusoidal signal decays away to 3T2 in the run of the data
and there are N = 1000 complex data values, ^  0:003 and the argument of the Bessel function
^ 2. If the time domain peak signal-to-noise ratio is as high as 2, the
is approximately 166AA=
argument of the Bessel function (at the maximum) is approximately 166  (2)2  666, so the
argument of the Bessel function is large. The Bessel function may then be replaced by its large
argument approximation over the region where the integrand is large:
,x
I0 (x)  pe
(40)
2x
and the posterior probability for the amplitude is given approximately by
(

)

2
2
P (Aj; D ; D; I )  d d!d,2N ,2N ,1 exp , 2N d2+2 2Nd
(
)
p
2 + I (!; )2 , A2 C (0; 2 )
R
(
!;
)
2
A
 exp
:
22

Z

(41)

Notice that a factor, A, 12 [R(!; )2 + I (!; )2], 14 , was dropped. Dropping this factor does not
signi cantly a ect the results of the calculation. At the1 maximum of the posterior probability, the
dropped term is given approximately by A^,1 C (0; 2^), 2 where A^ and ^ are the \true" amplitudes
and decay rate constants in the data. As has been previously noted, dropping a term of this order is
like the di erence between using a uniform and Je reys' prior, negligible provided on has sucient
data to make reasonable estimates.

Removing The Standard Deviation Of The Noise

One would like a formulation of this problem that does not depend on knowing the standard deviation
of the noise. The standard deviation can be removed by applying the product rule and sum rule.
Symbolically the posterior probability for the amplitude, independent of the standard deviation of
the noise, is given by
Z
P (AjD ; D; I ) = dP (jI )P (Aj; D ; D; I )
(42)
where P (jI ) represents what was known about the standard deviation for the noise before obtaining
the noise or the data samples and P (Aj; D ; D; I ) is given by Eq. [41].
The standard deviation is a scale parameter and the completely uninformative prior probability
for a scale parameter is the Je reys' prior [9]. As has been noted previously [1, 7], this prior is not
9

strictly speaking a prior probability at all, rather using it corresponds to using a sequence of proper
priors in the limit of in nite uncertainty in the variance. In many problems use of an improper
prior must be avoided. However, here it will not a ect the results, because the Gaussian cuto in
the exponent is so sharp that one will always have convergent integrals. Multiplying the posterior
probability for the amplitude, Eq. [39], by the Je reys' prior (1/), and integrating one obtains
"

p

2
2
2
P (AjD ; D; I ) / d d! 1 + A C (0; 2 ) , 2A 2 R(!; 2) + I (!; )
2N d + 2Nd

Z

# 1,2N ,2N
2

:

(43)

The integral was evaluated by introducing the change of variables v = 1=2, which transforms the
integral into a Gamma integral. The resulting Gamma function was a constant and was therefore
dropped.

Approximations

When the variance of the noise is known, the posterior probability for the amplitude is given exactly
by Eq. [39], and approximately by Eq. [41]. When the variance of the noise is unknown it is given
approximately by Eq. [43]. These results require that two additional integrals be performed. To
date the author has not been able to evaluate these integrals in closed form. However, they can
be readily approximated. Here two di erent approximations are useful. The rst approximation
replaces the integrals by sums. The second approximation uses a local Gaussian approximation.
Replacement of the integrals by sums is trivial. First, one bounds the region in parameter
space where the joint probability for the frequency and decay rate constant is maximum. The only
requirement in picking the bounds is that the contribution to the integral of the quantity in brackets
(Eq. [43]) should become negligible outside the bounds. Second, one replaces the integrals in Eq. [43]
by sums:

P (AjD ; D; I ) /

X

jk

"

wjk

2
2
2
1 + A C (0; 2 j ) , 2A 2R(!k ; j2) + I (!k ; j )
2N d + 2Nd

p

# 1,2N ,2N
2

(44)

where wjk are the weights associated with the numerical quadrature. If there is good evidence for
a signal, one expects nearly Gaussian behavior, and a good candidate for the numerical quadrature
might be Gauss-Hermit quadrature, which absorbs the Gaussian. The sums are from a lower to
upper bound. If Gauss-Hermit quadrature is used, the steps in the decay rate will be nonuniformly
spaced. However, if the discrete Fourier transform is used to compute the projections of the data
onto the model, the numerical quadrature for the frequency must assume a uniformly sampled
abscissa.
The second approximation assumes high signal-to-noise data. In this approximation, the exponent in the posterior probability density (Eq. [41]) is expanded in a Taylor series about the maximum.
The Taylor expansion is truncated at second order, and the integrals are then performed. In this
calculation the variance of the noise will initially be assumed to be known. To perform the calculation, the two nonlinear parameters will be denoted as 1 = ! and 2 = . The values of 1 and 2
that maximize the joint posterior probability for the amplitude and the frequency, will be denoted
as ^1 = !^ , and ^2 = ^ . De ning the function
p

h2 = A2C (0; 22) , 2A R(1 ; 2 )2 + I (1 ; 2 )2
and the matrix bjk as

2 2
h
bjk = , 12 @@ @
j k

^1 ^2
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j; k = f1 or 2g

(45)
(46)

the posterior probability for the amplitude is given approximately by
)

(

2
2 , h2
P (Aj; D ; D; I ) / ,2N ,2N ,1 exp , 2N d +22Nd
2
^1 ^2
9
8
Z 1
Z 1
2
2
< X
X
^j , j )(^k , k )bjk =
(

:

d1
d2 exp :,
;
22
,1
,1
j =1 k=1

(47)

Evaluating the integrals one has
1
P (Aj; D ; D; I ) / ,2N ,2N ,3 [b11b22 , b12], 2 exp

)

(

2
2 , h2
:
, 2N d +22Nd
2
^1 ^2

The functions b11, b22 and b12 are given by


2
2
@
R
(

@
I
(

1 ; 2 )
1 ; 2 )
b11 = B R(1 ; 2 ) @2 + I (1 ; 2 ) @2
;
1
2

and

(49)

2
(1 ; 2 ) + I ( ;  ) @ 2 I (1 ; 2 ) , A2 @ 2 C (0; 22) ;
b22 = B R(1 ; 2) @ R@
1
2
2
@22
2
@22
2

2
R(1 ; 2 ) + I ( ;  ) @ 2 I (1 ; 2)  ;
b12 = b21 = B R(1 ; 2) @ @
1
2
@1 @2
1 @2





(48)

(50)
(51)

A
(52)
Bp
2
R(1 ; 2 ) + I (1 ; 2 )2
where the mixed partial of R(1 ; 2) and I (1 ; 2 ) may be computed from Eqs. [33,34]. Since the1
quantity b11b22 , b12 in Eq. [48] contains the amplitude to a power of two, the term [b11b22 , b12 ], 2
varies like 1=A. But two other terms of this same order were dropped earlier (one in Eqs. [14] and
one in [41]), because they make negligible contributions to the results. Dropping these terms, yields
(

)

2
2 , h2
, 2N d +22Nd
2
!^ ^
as the posterior probability for the amplitude when the variance of the noise is known and

P (Aj; D ; D; I ) / ,2N ,2N ,3 exp
"

p

2
2
2
P (AjD ; D; I ) / 1 + A C (0; 2 ) , 2A 2 R(!; 2) + I (!; )
2N d + 2Nd

# 3,2N ,2N
2

(53)

(54)
!^ ^

when the variance of the noise is unknown. Note that this approximation has restored a single-term
form of the low signal-to-noise approximation, Eq. [44]. In doing the Gaussian approximation the
integrals over the frequency and decay rate constants behaved as if they were delta functions. The
frequency delta function constrains the frequency ! to the peak value of the power spectrum !^ ;
while the delta function for the decay rate constant constrains  to the \matched lter" value ^ .

Precision And Accuracy Estimates

In the previous sections, the posterior probability for the amplitude independent of the phase, decay
rate constant, frequency, and variance of the noise was computed. Note that this is a continuous
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function of A { not a point estimate. Here those results are applied to derive an estimate of the
expected value of the amplitude and its uncertainty. The results will be expressed as a (mean 
standard deviation) approximation. This calculation is done assuming high signal-to-noise data.
Two forms of the calculation will be done: in the rst form, the standard deviation of the noise will
be assumed known; and in the second, it will be removed as a nuisance parameter.
The (mean  standard deviation) estimate of the amplitude requires one to compute both the
expected amplitude and expected mean-square of the amplitude. The expected value of a parameter
is a weighted average of all possible values of the parameter. The weights for each value of A are
the posterior probability associated with this hypothesis, so the expected value of the amplitude is
a weighted average over hypotheses. It is computed by multiplying the posterior probability by the
amplitude and integrating:
Z
dAAP (Aj; D; D ; I )
:
(55)
hAi = Z
dAP (Aj; D; D ; I )
The extra factor (the denominator) is needed to normalize the posterior probability. The posterior
probability for the amplitude is replaced by Eq. [53] and the indicated integrals are evaluated. This
gives
p
2
2
hAi = R(^! ;C^(0) ; +2^I)(^! ; ^)
(56)
as the estimated amplitude. The expected square of the amplitude is given by
Z

hA i =
2

Evaluating this integral gives

Z

dAA2P (Aj; D; D ; I )
dAP (Aj; D; D ; I )

:

2
2
2
hA2 i = R(^!; C^)(0;+2^I )(^2! ; ^) + C (0; 2^) :

(57)

(58)

The standard deviation for the width of the posterior is
p
(59)
hA2 i , hAi2 = p  :
C (0; 2^)
And the amplitude estimate is given by
p
2
2
(A)est = R(^!;C^(0) ; +2^I)(^! ; ^)  p 
:
(60)
C (0; 2^)
The frequencies and decay rate constants will be expressed in dimensional units, but rst note
that the function C (0; 2 ) is given approximately by

C (0; 2 ) =



N

e,2 t

X

i=1
N

Z

0

dxe,2

,2 N
= 1 , 2e
 21
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x

(61)

provided that 2 N is large, i.e., the signal decays away in the sampling time. So the accuracy
estimate is given approximately by

p

p

(A)est  2^ R(^!; ^)2 + I (^! ; ^ )2   2^ :

(62)

The conversion to the more familiar dimensional quantities is given by
N
f = 2!N
(63)
AT and R = AT
where f is the frequency in Hertz, AT is the total acquisition time, and R is the observed decay
rate constant in Sec.,1 . The precision estimate is given by
s

2 q
^
2
A
R
T
(A)est = N
R(f;^ R^ 2 )2 + I (f;^ R^ 2 )2   2ANT R2

(64)

where f^ and R^ 2 are the dimensional frequency and decay rate constant.
This (mean  standard deviation) estimate has three interesting features. First, it demonstrates
that for a xed amplitude the precision estimate of the amplitude becomes larger (more uncertain) as
the decay rate constant increases. This agrees well with one's intuition that the more rapidly a line
decays, the less accurately one should be able determine its value. Second, if the noise is uncorrelated
and if one can hold the time-domain signal-to-noise level constant, the precision estimate can be
halved by sampling four times faster. Note, however, that automatic adjustment of audio lters to
allow high frequencies to be measured increases the noise level [12, 13] and cancels the e ect. Third,
the precision estimate implies that the frequency domain peak signal-to-RMS-noise ratio changes
as a function of sampling rate. Sampling four times faster does not change the amplitude of the
resonance { so the amplitude estimate must be constant to within the noise. But 4 times as many
data values have been gathered, N ! 4N . For the amplitude to remain constant, the absolute value
spectrum (the radical in the amplitude estimate) must be four times larger. This strongly suggest
that if the noise is uncorrelated and if the time domain signal-to-noise level can be held constant,
the frequency domain signal-to-noise ratio can be increased by increasing the sampling rate.
This e ect can be easily veri ed. A straight-forward calculation shows that the discrete Fourier
transform of a perfectly phased exponentially decaying sinusoid is given by
^ (^! , !; ^)
FfA^[cos(^!ti ) , isin(^! ti)]e, ^ti g = AC
(65)
where F signi es the discrete Fourier transform. To obtain the peak signal-to-RMS-noise this must
be evaluated at ! = !^ and the peak value in the discrete Fourier transform is approximately given
by
^
(66)
FfA^[cos(^!ti ) , i sin(^! ti )]e, ^ti g !=!^  A^ ;
where the same integral approximation was used in Eq. [61]. Converting to dimensional quantities
one has
^
FfA^[cos(^! ti) , i sin(^!ti )]e, ^ ti g !=!^  RAN
2 AT
(67)
^w
AS
= R
2
where Sw is the sampling rate (the number of complex points sampled per second).
To verify the e ect one also needs the RMS noise level in the frequency domain. This is simply
related to the RMS noise level in the time domain. If  represent the RMS noise level in the time
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domain, then

RMS noise level Frequency domain =

p

N

(68)
p
= Sw AT 
and the RMS peak signal-to-noise ratio in the frequency domain is given by
^ r Sw
A
(69)
RMS S/N Ratio Frequency domain  R  A
T
2
which demonstrates that the frequency domain signal-to-noise level scales like the square root of
the sampling rate. So even if one's only analysis tool is the discrete Fourier transform, this e ect is
still present; provided one can keep the time domain signal-to-noise constant.
In the previous discussion, the precision of the Bayesian estimate was derived and it was shown
how this estimate depends on the experimental parameters. In next few paragraphs it will be
demonstrated that the Bayesian estimate is accurate in the sense that as the noise goes to zero the
parameters estimated go the \true" values. To see this, suppose the real data contains a signal of
the form
n
o
^ ) + A^2 sin(ft
^ )] exp ,R^ 2 t + ei ;
dR (ti ) = [A^1 cos(ft
(70)
then the imaginary data will then be given by
n
o
^ )] exp ,R^ 2 t + ei
dI (ti ) = [,A^1 sin(ft^ ) + A^2 cos(ft

(71)

where A^1 , and A^2 are the true amplitudes of the sine and cosine components of the signal, f^, and
R^ 2 are the frequency and decay rate constants of the signal. The functions R(f; R2 ) and I (f; R2 )
are given approximately by
R(f; R2 )  A^1 C (f^ , f; R^ 2 + R2 ) and I (f; R2 )  A^2 C (f^ , f; R^ 2 + R2 );
(72)
provided the standard deviation of the noise is small. The estimated amplitude becomes
s

^
(A)est = A^21 + A^22   2ANT R2 :
(73)
This shows that the estimate is precise and accurate, in the sense that as the noise goes to zero, the
amplitude estimate goes to the true amplitude of the sinusoid and the uncertainty in the estimate
goes to zero.
Two assumptions were made in doing these calculations: rst, it was assumed that the frequency
and the decay rate constant were well determined by the data, so the joint posterior probability
was very sharply peaked. This made it possible to use the Gaussian approximation and simplify
the results. Second, it was assumed that the standard deviation of the noise was known from prior
information. By making this assumption, the presence of the noise sample did not a ect either the
amplitude estimate or the precision estimate. This is expected; if the noise standard deviation is
known, gathering a noise sample cannot help one de ne it better.
Suppose the noise standard deviation was not known. How would this a ect the estimates? The
uncertainty estimate was computed in two basic steps rst the expected amplitude was computed.
This expected amplitude consists of two terms: (i) the projection of the model onto the signal,
and (ii) the projection of the model onto the noise. But the average projection of the model onto
the noise is zero, so the expected amplitude does not depend on the variance of the noise. But
the expected mean-square of the amplitude, Eq. [57], does depend on the noise standard deviation
because the noise carried a nite power, and thus the uncertainty in the estimated amplitude does
depend on the noise standard deviation.
q
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Repeating the calculation for the mean-square and removing the standard deviation of the noise
as a nuisance parameter (using a Je reys' prior), one obtains
2
! ; ^ )2 + h2 i
(74)
hA2 i = R(^!; ^C)(0+; 2^I (^
)
C (0; 2^)
where the expected value of the variance is given by
2
2
2
2
h2 i = Nd + N d , [RN(^!+; ^N) +,I2(^! ; ^) ]=2C (0; 2^) :
(75)

The (mean  standard deviation) approximation for the amplitude is given by
s

p

2
2
2
2
(^!; ^)2 + I (^! ; ^ )2 ]=2C (0; 2^) :
(76)
(A)est = R(^!;C^(0) ; +2^I)(^! ; ^ )  Nd + N d C,(0[R; 2^
)[N + N , 2]
This estimate has a number of interesting features. First, as was previously noted, the estimated
amplitude does not depend on whether or not a noise sample was gathered. Second, if no noise
sample is gathered, N = 0, the noise variance is estimated to be the mean-square residual. Thus
everything probability theory cannot place into the signal is placed into the noise: the accuracy
estimates are as wide as is consistent with the data and the model. Second, it does not matter
how the noise sample is gathered: by either extending acquisition of the data D or by gathering a
separate noise sample D . Both procedures gives exactly the same results. Although an extended
signal is more likely to have the same noise characteristics as the signal than a sample gathered
at a di erent time (instrument drifts). To see this observe that when extending data acquisition,
after the signal has decayed into the noise, the projection of the model onto the signal is zero so
the sucient statistic is una ected by extending the noise sample. But the number of complex data
values and the total length of the data sample have both increased just as if a noise sample had
been gathered. So the two ways of incorporating noise yield the same results. Third, gathering a
noise sample will help improve the precision estimates if simple models are used to analyze complex
spectra. Simple models do not t all the features in the data and h2 i is estimated to be large, if
N = 0. But if one gathers a noise sample, the uncertainty in the estimate will become smaller
because the estimated noise variance will asymptotically approach the case when the variance is
known from prior information. The asymptotic value is approached when N d2  Nd2 and the
precision estimate becomes

s

s

Nd2 + N d2 , [R(^!; ^ )2 + I (^! ; ^)2 ]=2C (0; 2^) 
d2 :
C (0; 2^)[N + N , 2]
C (0; 2^)
The amplitude estimate becomes

(77)

s

p

2
2
2
(A)est = R(^!;C^(0) ; +2^I)(^! ; ^ )  C (0d;2^)

(78)

and the expected standard deviation for the noise is determined from the prior information, hi = d2 .
The amplitude estimate reduces to that found when the standard deviation was known from prior
information, Eq. [73].

Frequency and Amplitude Estimation { Low Signal-To-Noise

Two examples will be given. In the rst example, noisy, experimental NMR FID data will be
analyzed to demonstrates probability theory's ability to estimate both frequencies and amplitudes
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under low signal-to-noise conditions. In the second example, it is demonstrated that the posterior
probability for the amplitude of an exponentially decaying sinusoid may be used even when the data
contain multiple frequencies, provided that the frequencies are well separated in the discrete Fourier
transform.
The data are a 1H FID of an HOD sample containing a small amount of GdCl3 (a relaxation
agent). The linewidth of the single HOD resonance is approximately 830 Hz. The data were sampled
for 1.2368 seconds with a sweepwidth of 20,000 Hz. There are a total of 24736 complex data values
in the FID. The 1H FID was collected approximately -1000 Hz o resonance. Repetitive signal
averaging was used to give an initial RMS peak time-domain signal-to-noise ratio of greater than
4000 (allowing very precise parameter estimates to be obtained). The FID was then scaled so that
the amplitude of the signal was 10. Finally, noise was added to make an extremely noisy FID. The
rst 50 data values from the real channel of the FID data are shown in Fig. 1A. The peak time
domain signal-to-RMS-noise ratio of these data is approximately 2. The absorption spectrum, using
a matched lter, is shown in Fig. 1B. The RMS peak signal-to-noise ratio in the frequency domain
is approximately 3. The true decay rate constant as well as the phase for the absorption spectrum
were determined before adding noise to the FID. The dotted line represents the zero point on the
plot.
One of the problems with using the absorption spectrum is that the Y-axis does not have any
speci c meaning in the sense that it does not directly answer any questions about the frequencies
or the amplitudes. Experience using the absorption spectrum teaches people how to interpret it in
a qualitative way. In general terms, peaks well above the noise are indicative of resonances. The
height of the peak times the linewidth is roughly equal to the intensity (area) of the resonance. In
Fig. 1B there are a number of small peaks, and one larger one near -1000, but are any of them
signi cant? There is simply no way to tell. The posterior probability for the frequency of a single
exponentially decaying sinusoidal model is plotted in Fig. 1D. The frequency is estimated to be
-959200 Hz at one standard deviation. All of the noise oscillations around the main peak were
suppressed; they were more than 3 orders of magnitude down in probability, and were completely
negligible for frequency estimation. Note that the frequency estimate has an uncertainty that is
about one fourth the linewidth even in this extremely noisy data.
To quantify the intensity of a peak in the frequency domain, one integrates the absorption
spectrum over the region of interest. The integral must be done over a number of linewidths to
ensure that most of the intensity in the peak is included in the integral. In Fig. 1B the resonance
linewidth is 830 Hz and a matched lter was used. This broadens the peak to over 1660 Hz. To
obtain an amplitude estimate that includes 90% of the total intensity, one must integrate over
approximately 6 linewidths (9960 Hz) on either side of the peak, or approximately the total spectral
window. Integrating over 6 linewidths, one obtains 4.8 as the estimate of the amplitude, while the
amplitude is known to be 10.
To quantify the intensity using probability theory, one computes the posterior probability density
for the amplitude, independent of the frequency, decay rate constant, phase, and variance of the
noise. In this paper, two di erent versions of this probability density function have been derived: one
usable in high signal-to-noise, and one in low signal-to-noise. The low signal-to-noise calculation is
used here. This amplitude probability density function is shown in Fig. 1C. Note that this probability
density function is smooth and has none of the jagged appearance of the absorption spectrum, that
is because probability theory has estimated the amplitude from a small region around the peak at
-1000 Hz. Even for low signal-to-noise data, the probability density for the frequency peaks sharply
and smoothly (integration is a smoothing operator). When the frequency and decay rate constant
are removed as nuisance parameters, this smooths the resulting probability density function for the
amplitude, even in low signal-to-noise. From Fig. 1C the amplitude is estimated to be 111.9 at
one standard deviation, the true amplitude is 10.
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Figure 1: Frequency and Amplitude Estimation { Low Signal-To-Noise

Fig. 1. The real channel of a 1 H NMR FID of HOD (A). There are N = 50 samples shown. The data
span approximately 2.5 ms. Gaussian white noise was added to the data to make an extremely noisy data
set. The peak signal-to-RMS-noise ratio in these time domain data is approximately 2.0. The absorption
spectrum (B) has a number of small peaks. The largest is near -1000, but are any of them signi cant? The
posterior probability density for the frequency (C) estimates the value of the frequency to be -959200 Hz
at one standard deviation. The probability density function (D) has a well de ned peak, and estimates the
amplitude to be 111.9 at one standard deviation.
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Amplitude Estimation { Multiple Sinusoids

In the second example, the posterior probability for a single exponentially decaying sinusoid is
applied to data that contain multiple sinusoids. This is in direct con ict to the assumption made
in the model; why would one expect this calculation to work? To understand why, one need only
look at Eq. [54]. The data appears in the posterior probability only in the R(!; ) and I (!; )
functions { the real and imaginary parts of the discrete Fourier transform. The radical in the
posterior probability is an absolute value spectrum when a matched lter is used. The discrete
Fourier transform is a linear operator so the transform of a sum of multiple exponentially decaying
sinusoids is just the sum of the transforms of the individual sinusoids. The discrete Fourier transform
of an exponentially decaying sinusoid is nearly a Lorentzian and the peak heights of the Lorentzians
are nearly unchanged provided the peaks are well-separated. Because these heights are unchanged,
the posterior probability for the amplitude will work just as if the other peaks were not present.
But one must match the lter to the peak of interest.
To demonstrate how to use the posterior probability for the amplitude, on data with multiple sinusoids a computer simulated FID will be used. This computer-simulated FID has three resonances.
The real FID data used was generated from
dR (t) = 5 cos(!1t)e, 1t + 10 cos(!2t)e, 2 t + 50 cos(!3 t)e, 3 t + ei
(79)
where the noise has standard deviation one. The imaginary data were generated from
dR (t) = ,5 sin(!1 t)e, 1 t , 10 sin(!2t)e, 2 t , 50 sin(!3t)e, 3t + ei :
(80)
The sampling time is taken as 1ms and 1024 complex data points are collected. The frequencies
and decay rate constants used in generating the data, are given by
,1
!1 = 79:577 Hz
1 = 1:59 Sec.
!2 = 63:667 Hz and 2 = 3:18 Sec.,1 :
(81)
,1
!3 = ,159:1 Hz
3 = 31:8 Sec.
The absorptions spectrum of this FID is shown in Fig. 2A. All of the lines are well-separated in the
sense that none of the lines are riding on the shoulder of the other.
To apply probability theory to this example, one computes the posterior probability for the
amplitude using the high signal-to-noise version of the posterior probability, Eq. [54]. The posterior
probability for the amplitude evaluated for each of the three resonances is shown in Fig. 2 panel B
through D. Panel B is for the resonance at -159 Hz, C resonance at 63.6 Hz and, D the resonance
at 79.5 Hz.
Using traditional frequency domain procedures, one simply integrates over the three peaks, but
before the discrete Fourier transform can be done, one must halve the rst data value. Otherwise,
absolute quanti cation of the amplitudes (the frequency domain areas) cannot be done. This is
mentioned only because the R(!; ) and I (!; ) functions that appear in the posterior probability
for the amplitude can be computed from a fast discrete Fourier transform. However, one must never
halve the rst data value when using probability theory. Additionally, for the traditional frequency
domain analysis one must specify an arbitrary region over which the integrals must be performed.
In this example, the limits integration will be taken to be over 6 linewidths, i.e., the integrals will
cover approximately 90 percent of the total area. The results from both the traditional analysis and
the Bayesian analysis are
Frequency
FT
Bayes
Amplitude Amplitude
Hz
Estimate Estimate
-159.1
45.1
51.5  1.5
63.667
4.97
6.1  0.7
79.577
9.41
10.5  0.4 .
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Figure 2: Amplitude Estimation { Multiple Sinusoids

Fig. 2. If there are multiple sinusoids in the FID, and if the sinusoids are well-separated, then the posterior
probability for the amplitude can be applied to each line. This procedure will work under the same conditions
the discrete Fourier transform will work, and it fails for the same reasons. In panel (A) a simulated
absorption spectrum is shown. This spectrum has three well-separated lines. Panel (B) contains the posterior
probability for the amplitude of the rapidly decaying component on the right. Panel (C) contains the
posterior probability for the small center line and panel (D) contains the posterior probability for the line
on the left. The three amplitudes are estimated to be 51.51.5, 6.10.7, and 10.50.4 respectively.
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Both techniques have done reasonably well at determining the amplitudes in this high signal-to-noise
example. A major di erence is that probability theory tells one how accurately the amplitude has
been determined. In a recent study these accuracy estimates have been analyzed to determine if
they are reliable estimates of the uncertainty in a parameter estimate [14]. In that study the number
of times the deviation (the di erence between the \true" value of the parameter minus the estimated
value) was less than the one, two, three times the width of the posterior probability was counted
and it was found that this deviation was consistent with a Gaussian error distribution, indicating
that the width of the posterior probability is a good indication of the uncertainty in the estimate.

Summary And Conclusions1

In probability theory, the quantities appearing inside a probability symbol represent hypotheses. In
parameter estimation problems, these hypotheses are indexed by a continuous parameter. As this
parameter is varied, an in nite number of hypothesis are being tested. In the amplitude estimation
calculation given in this paper, the hypothesis is of the form \the amplitude has value A given the
data and the prior information." When the index A is varied one is testing to see which values of
the amplitude are supported by the data. In the regions of high probability, one should have strong
belief in the hypotheses. Thus the spread in a probability density function represents how strongly
one should believe a particular hypotheses, or parameter value. In this manner, probability theory
carries with it both an estimate of the parameter and how uncertain one is of the parameter value.
The precision of the amplitude estimates depends not only on the time domain signal-to-noise
ratio, but also inversely on the square root of the number of data values gathered. This square
root of N e ect can be used to improve amplitude and frequency estimates, just as signal averaging
can. However, the calculation done in this paper implicitly assumes the noise is uncorrelated. This
assumption is not true for oversampled data when the audio lters are turned on and the spectral
window is wider than the lter bandwidth. To verify the e ect, make sure that the audio lters
have been turned o .
The situation is more complex than this simple explanation implies. When turned on, audio
lters introduce correlations into the noise. When these correlations are incorporated into the
probability theory calculation, one nds the e ect is present, but it has been tempered. The increase
in frequency domain signal-to-noise level will be observed for increasing sweepwidths, until all of the
previously aliased noise is in the spectral window. Further increasing the sampling rate does not
improve the signal-to-noise ratio. This work, to be published later, implies that spectrometers with
audio lters that cut o sharply just outside the spectral window will not realize the e ect; while
spectrometers with audio lters that cut o gradually will realize some gain from oversampling.
But even here, care must be taken. Typically, when the sampling rate is increased, data acquisition begins earlier. This may not be desirable due to insucient dead time. If data acquisition
begins too soon, the resulting spectrum will be corrupted by baseline distortions. The solution is to
begin sampling at the time appropriate for the spectrometer dead time and lter settings and then
increase the sampling rate and the total complex points gathered. The resulting spectrum will have
an increased frequency domain signal-to-noise ratio proportional to the square root of the N , if the
noise is uncorrelated, if the noise is correlated the e ect will be smaller. So if the sampling rate can
be doubled, one obtains a square root of 2 increase in frequency domain signal-to-noise ratio. The
frequency domain signal-to-noise ratio will continue to improve with increasing sampling rate, until
all of the noise is inside the sampling window. Beyond this point, no increase in signal-to-noise ratio
will be observed.
The calculation given in this paper assumes that only a single frequency is present. However,
when the frequencies are well separated, this calculation can be applied to the individual peaks
just as if the other frequencies were not present. When the frequencies are not well separated
1

Copies of all computer code used in the examples are available from the author on 5 41 inch diskettes
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and signi cant overlap occurs, the peak values of the absolute value spectrum will change and
the calculation presented here no longer gives accurate answers. To estimate the amplitudes when
signi cant overlap occurs, more complex models must be used. An initial, exploration of this problem
is given in Refs. [15], and a more thorough investigation of this problem is underway.
Although not shown here in, a companion paper [14] demonstrates that probability theory can
be used to estimate amplitudes and frequencies to a precision that is about three times better than
using the discrete Fourier transform absorption spectrum. Additionally, probability theory can
estimate both the frequencies and amplitudes in FID data whose signal-to-noise that is about three
times lower than is possible using traditional methods. Thus the use of probability theory o ers
both greater sensitivity and accuracy in estimating the frequencies and amplitudes.
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